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Cry You One
The inspiration for Cry You One reaches back before my birth. It was
on my Great Grandmother Julie Poche’s porch as Mamere Da barked
orders in French to the frightened children who avoided her gaze. It
was in the small wood burns my Grandfather etched into his cypress
carved ducks. It lived deeply in Beneath The Strata/Disappearing
and Loup Garou, the two similarly inspired performances that
preceded this one. And it was fiercely present two years ago, when
I dreamt that I was walking with hundreds of people down LA-1,
towards Grand Isle. It was the last day we could all live in Southeast
Louisiana and we were parading from New Orleans. Everyone I
consider an important part of my Louisiana experience was present,
all carrying meat and vegetables. When we arrived at the beaches
of Grand Isle, the most renowned Louisiana chefs took our food and
placed it in the world’s largest gumbo pot as we all walked towards
the Gulf. At the water’s edge were hundreds of rafts, each with a
famous Louisiana band. We then decided which raft we wanted to
leave on, said our goodbyes and off we went, into the Gulf, never to
return to Louisiana.
The dream was happy, exuberant even. When I woke the next
morning, I was sad. It’s not that far off, that dream, and it posed a
question: What if we held a grand procession for the land that is
disappearing? And just like that, the rough idea of Cry You One was
born. What happened next is, to me, the most interesting part of
our process. We assembled a team of people with very large hearts,
incredible craftsmanship and a deep passion for making dreams
reality, and we asked them to come along for a ride. Our cast, crew
and partners took an idea and made it something vital and alive.
Such care and passion is humbling. But I do not perceive what we
are doing to be anything special; for me, it’s what I call “being a
good Louisiana citizen.” If we want to call this place home in fifty
years, we all need to join hands and engage the hard work necessary
to save it, as the good people of this state have always done.
— Nick Slie
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In looking for where to set the next part, we felt compelled to bring ourselves and
our audiences to the frontlines: to our down-the-road neighbors in St. Bernard, who
suffered as much as New Orleans in Katrina’s aftermath, but received much less
attention and resources. Monique Verdin has been our guide; this is her home, and
its complicated history has made her a well-informed environmental activist artist.
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My journey toward Cry You One began in the early 00’s when Ama Rogan introduced
me to Jo and Lucianne Carmichael at A Studio in the Woods (ASITW). There, at
Louisiana’s first artist residency, I was introduced to amazing artists, scientists and
activists all working at the intersection of art and the natural world. After Katrina,
the urgency to think about and tell stories about Louisiana’s vanishing coastline
increased; my company ArtSpot Productions began working almost exclusively
outdoors. We built Beneath the Strata/Disappearing on the land at ASITW. Moose
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we created Loup Garou. And now, post-BP disaster and mid-Master Plan, in true
ArtSpot/Mondo Bizarro fashion, our vision has expanded.
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Beneath the Strata was intentionally created and performed by native Louisiana artists,
using their stories. The Cry You One team consists of natives and non-natives, and at
first I struggled to find a way to speak about this place with our combined voices; I’m a
first generation New Orleanian; Monique is descended from the first people who lived
here. But gradually I embraced our multiple perspectives and invited more: the bones
of our own ancestors, and those who lived in this place before us; the bones of the
plants, the animals, the soil, the water, the air and the pipelines in this site that chose us.
We’ve spent a year collectively researching this place and these ideas, offering material from our various tools of expression: music, image, story, text and performance. We
started working at this site in March: I would plan to do three things in one rehearsal,
and only get to half of one because of the sheer geography of the land. Now, after
seven months of working with and listening to this place, I try to accept and embrace
how time disappears in these hard-working wetlands. I’ve tried to release my notions
of native and non-native, saltwater and fresh, healthy cypress and burnt matchsticks,
and to allow myself and our ensemble to just breathe in what is here, its history and
its impermanence, its daily work of healing itself. We sing to the land, just as we sing
to a newborn who is fighting sleep, and an elder who is not long for this world.
A healer friend of mine once told me that in the last weeks of my pregnancy, waiting
for Emma to come out, I had entered “coyote time,” a time of transformation and
adaptation. Nothing could be measured or counted on; I was at the mercy of my
own body and nature’s clock. Well y’all, we’re all in coyote time now. The land is
going quickly, the sea is rising daily. What responsibility will we shoulder? How
many shoulders are needed? At what point do we fight, and at what point do we
fly? Thank you for sharing the weight of these issues with us today, and for moving
forward with us. Let’s see what we can manifest, together!
— Kathy Randels
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The Music

This Place
When we began seeking a place to bring this expansive project to fruition
we knew we needed a site that was as spacious as the subject. We
found this swampy world—laced with dead trees, oil pipes, power lines,
man-made canals, birds, insects, wild animals, detritus and new growth;
this place was feral and majestic, deeply connected to the past with a
bleak foreshadowing of the future: just the world we were looking for.

We began our musical journey into Cry You One by learning some
traditional Cajun songs—two-steps and waltzes, instrumental
parts and lyrics—guided largely by Nick Slie, who by pure grit
and determination has taught himself to play the fiddle, and
whose living room fiddle jams built a little community of acoustic
instrumentalists over the last couple of years. In addition to the
traditional songs you’ll hear, a couple of more contemporary pieces
really influenced us: Zachary Richard’s “On a Beau Dire,” which we
sang a lot but gets quoted only briefly on guitar during the show;
and Dave Greely’s awesome instrumental “McGee’s A Minor Waltz,”
which kicks off our first processional segment, and which was the
inspiration and basis for the vocal music you’ll hear a little later on.

This sight revealed itself to us in fragments. First, we found the place
we call “the Clearing,” where the show begins. On our first walk through
it, this unkempt open field with trees and mounds of dirt felt like an
abandoned construction site. As we ventured further on, we could
see some stick-like trees in the horizon. We walked towards them and
encountered the canal and levee, which blocked the bottom half of
our view. We returned a few days later with a pirogue and one by one
we crossed and ascended the levee and had our first unobstructed
look at the decimated central wetlands. A week later we met Charlie
Canzoneri, who operates the E. J. Gore Pumping Station, pumping fresh
rainwater from the Parish through the levee wall at 300,000 gallons
per minute and feeding the lagoon behind the station with fresh water,
inadvertently creating a lush green oasis. We followed the levee from
the pumping station and the new growth quickly gave way to a barren
landscape of dead and burnt trees and we realized that this was the
same stretch of levee we had encountered a week earlier. We knew
then that Cry You One would be a journey through this ghostly and
enchanted landscape.

As is typical of our creative process, much of the vocal music you’ll
hear was generated by the ensemble during rehearsals. It’s my job
to take those pieces and fragments—as well as songs crafted in
toto, like Lisa Shattuck’s “Madame Serpent” and Moose Jackson’s
“La Grâce de La Sirène”—and develop them, set them, link them,
make them work together as a larger wholeness. Where I needed
to craft musical material myself, I tried to stick close to the text
in Moose’s first long poem draft, adapting his writing as little as
possible to create lyrics that fit the meter and melody.
Finally, I have always felt that live, original music is an integral
part of our work, and therefore I try to keep us from using “cover
songs” or pre-existing material as much as possible. However, in
addition to the fiddle music mentioned above, I must acknowledge
one other “outside” piece of music, a song that our director Kathy
Randels learned as an offering to help spread the word about the
crisis-of-our-own-making that we all face: Nobuko Miyamoto’s
“Global Warming,” which you’ll hear near the end of the show.

This place had an important story to tell; our job was to listen and let
its voice guide our hands to enhance this story, and to bring others to
witness it. We continue to learn the humility of not being able to switch
things off or on, to not know what might be hiding in the grass, while
trusting that we will succeed in this unique collaboration with nature.
— Jeff Becker & Melisa Cardona

— Sean LaRocca
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Biographies
Claire Bangser is a New Orleans based photographer and filmmaker interested in the intersection of land and culture, and is passionate about storytelling as a means to inspire social activism. She has a BA in International
Studies and Fine Art from Washington University in St. Louis. She documented the stories of women farmers affected by land tenure reform in
Mali, and the stories and practices of rural beekeepers in a region of eastern
Turkey being transformed by border openings and development. Claire
teaches photography for National Geographic Student Expeditions, and is
currently embarking on her first attempt to grow vegetables in the south.
Jeff Becker is a set designer who specializes in site-specific performances
with innovative transforming environments. He has collaborated with San
Francisco’s Cuttingball Theater, Ireland’s Pan Pan Theatre, and Serbia’s
DAH Theater, and recently developed exciting performance machines for
choreographer Elizabeth Streb. Jeff is the recipient of several awards
and grants including an NEA RAP Grant, a Theater Bay Area Grant, and a
SURDNA Teaching Artist Award. He received a 2009 Louisiana Division of
the Arts Fellowship and was selected for the NEA/TCG Career Development
Program for Designers. He is an ensemble member of ArtSpot Productions.
William Bowling (Mr. C) is a writer, performer, and musician residing in New
Orleans, and is the co-Artistic Director of Goat In The Road Productions
(GRP). He has co-written and performed in GRP’s Whatever Just
Happened…, The Messe Papers, Our Man, and Instant Misunderstanding, and
has composed original scores for GRP’s Calculus of Hope, Major Swellings
Salvation Salve Medicine Show, The Don Effect, and The Future is a
Fancyland Place. Will teaches for GRP’s educational program PLAY/WRITE,
and works with the National Performance Network.
Tracy Broyles, Executive Director of Spiral Q in Philadelphia, has merged
her commitment to justice and equality with her practice as a theater
artist for over twenty years. As a producer of processional theater, cultural
organizer, animal whisperer, and swamp lover, Tracy is moved beyond words
to bring her work home to the land of her youth in support of Cry You One
and towards the greater effort of coastal restoration.
Melisa Cardona is a first generation Latina-American who grew up between
Medellin, Colombia and Atlanta, GA. She cut her teeth in the theater scene
in Atlanta and dabbled in film in Los Angeles before taking flight to Europe
to uncover her talent and passion for the visual arts. In 2006, she landed in
New Orleans, and while working as an ensemble member of Mondo Bizarro
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fell in love with photography and videography. Melisa is a member of
NALAC and Alternate ROOTS. What moves her most is the opportunity
to be an activist and participant in original work that reflects her international diversity and inspires positivity in our polluted yet beautiful world.
Bruce France is the owner and operator of Bruce France Videography &
Photography, and Co-Founder and Co-Artistic Director of Mondo Bizarro.
At Louisiana State University, he earned his BA and MA degrees in Performance Studies. Bruce has a diverse production history working in both
theater and film as a performer, writer, director, producer, camera operator and editor. His work has been seen in over a dozen states and four
countries, but he gains the most satisfaction from producing and creating
artistic and socially conscious projects in his home city, New Orleans.
Bear Hebert is a visual artist, yoga teacher, and rabble-rouser born and
raised in Lafayette, Louisiana. Bear also identifies as a costumer designer,
bike rider, and two-stepper, and tries to spend as much time near bodies
of water as possible. Bear is co-artistic director of New Orleans-based
theater ensemble NEW NOISE.
Raymond “Moose” Jackson is a poet who writes, works, performs,
worships, adventures and dreams in New Orleans.
Millicent Johnnie is a native of Lafayette, LA who received her BFA
and MFA in Dance at Florida State University. She toured as resident
choreographer and rehearsal director of the Urban Bush Women, and
has served as a choreographer for the New York City Opera, U.S. Cultural
Ambassadors of Music, and directors Peter Sellars and Rhodessa Jones.
Her choreography has been featured by Cleo Parker-Robinson Dance,
Hubbard Street II, and ESPN, and her work has been presented at
Danspace Project, DanceNow NYC, Dance Harlem, The Kennedy Center
Millenium Stage, and elsewhere. Millicent is on the dance faculty at
Southern Methodist University.
Sean LaRocca’s foolproof plan to become a famous rock star got waylaid
in 1996 when he saw a one-woman performance called Rage Within/
Without. Over the course of the intervening years, he has gradually and
mostly willingly come to dedicate his musical art and soul to this crazy
thing we call theater. Sean looks forward to recording the music from
Cry You One, and encourages you in the meantime to pick up a copy of
ArtSpot’s 2012 CD, I Know This To Be True.
Rebecca McLaughlin has been stage managing in New Orleans since
2008, most recently for Cripple Creek Theatre Company’s production of
Clybourne Park. She can next be seen managing the stage for Skin Horse
Theater’s upcoming winter production of Macbeth.
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Case Miller is an artist and designer who lives and works in New Orleans.
Rebecca Mwase (Sabine Jean-Louis) is a theatre artist based in New
Orleans who is committed to arts education, working with both ArtSpot
and Junebug Productions as well as New Orleans Queer Youth Theater.
She has led workshops both locally and internationally to educate artists,
students and communities in effective ways to harness the creative arts for
social change and empowerment. She aims to use her creative work as an
organizing and educational tool to incite conversation and questioning of
our modes of being and doing in the world. Her recent performance work
includes Lockdown by Junebug Productions, Kiss, Kiss, Julie with ArtSpot,
and her upcoming solo performance Looking At A Broad.
Hannah Pepper-Cunningham (Dr. Carol Karl) is a performing artist in New
Orleans and a member of Mondo Bizarro. She is grateful to all of her
teachers and collaborators and to all of the wonderful people of Alternate
ROOTS.
Kathy Randels is the founding artistic director of ArtSpot Productions. She
has written, performed in, and directed numerous original solo and group
works for professional, student and incarcerated ensembles in Louisiana
and beyond. Awards include the V-Day Leadership Award, the NEA/TCG
Career Development Program for Directors, and an OBIE (for Nita & Zita).
She founded the LCIW Drama Club in 1996, and in 2012 helped develop
a new ensemble of formerly incarcerated women called The Graduates.
Since 1998 she has worked in the public schools in collaboration with the
Students at the Center program. Recent collaborations include: Kiss Kiss
Julie, Rumours of War, Loup Garou, Flight, and Swimming Upstream.
Pamela D. Roberts (Gail Ozonae) has toured Europe as a featured vocalist
with the Original USA Gospel Singers and Band, and for three years
performed and sailed with Caravan Stage Theatre Company, for whom she
is now a board member. Recent New Orleans roles include: The Queen Bee
in Southern Rep’s The Lily’s Revenge; female chorus member in Cripple
Creek’s Lysistrata; and Blanch Dubious in Welcome to Desire for the TallyHo Daredevils. She also served as Stage Manager for NOLA Project’s Catch
the Wall. She is excited to be a part of this production, and hopes to be an
integral part of the life changing conversation that is Cry You One.
Joanna Russo is a theater director, writer and performer. In 2007, she
joined Mondo Bizarro, and in 2008 co-founded NEW NOISE. She regularly
collaborates on original performances with these companies, as well as
with ArtSpot Productions, PearlD’Amour, Goat in the Road Productions and
Southern Rep. Her writing has been published in the journal The Devil’s
Advocate and has been recognized by the American Academy of Poets.
Joanna is a member of the Lincoln Center Theater Directors Lab.
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Alysia Savoy is an arts administrator who was born and raised in New
Orleans and gained her background in artist management and record
label operations in New York City, working with artists and organizations
based all over the U.S., Europe, Australia, New Zealand, and elsewhere. In
addition to her work with Cry You One, she is currently the Performance
Coordinator for the New Orleans Fringe Festival and is pursuing a Masters
in Arts Administration at the University of New Orleans.
Lisa Moraschi Shattuck (Zelda Culotte) performs, writes and directs original theater in New Orleans. A few inspiring theater-making experiences
include: playing Nina in Chekhov’s Seagull at the University of the Arts;
writing and directing Los Olvidados in Puebla, Mexico; developing Monkey
to the Moon with deaf actors in San Francisco; playing Puck under the
stars in Murphy’s Creek, California; writing and directing Deep Fried at the
City Arts Center in Dublin, Ireland; performing Hua Lun in China; writing
plays for Southern Repertory’s 3x3 series; performing Margaret in NEW
NOISE’s Runnin’ Down the Mountain. Lisa is a proud ensemble member of
ArtSpot Productions.
Laura Faye Sirkin-Brown is a dynamic costume designer who has
previously designed for Four Front Theatre, Theatre 13, Southern Rep, and
ArtSpot. Her work has been featured in Surface Design and Belle Armoire
magazines. As a member of IATSE 478, she has been part of the costume
team for major motion pictures including The Butler, Now You See Me,
and Beautiful Creatures. Laura has an MFA in Costume Design from
Tulane University, and a BFA from the Kansas City Art Institute’s Fiber
Department. She is especially fond of designing and building costumes
from atypical materials such as woven basket reed and welded steel.
Nick Slie (Tom Dulac) is Co-Founder and Co-Artistic Director of Mondo
Bizarro and an Assistant Professor of Theater at Nunez Community
College. Nick’s performance work ranges from physical theater to multidisciplinary solo work, from digital storytelling to collaborative ensemble
productions. He creates original works of performance that are rooted
in a particular sense-of-place, reflecting the needs, desires, memories
and possibilities of the community from which it is born. His creative
endeavors have been experienced extensively in cities across the United
States and occasionally abroad. But he is most proud of the work he does
at home, in his beloved South Louisiana, where the water kisses the land.
Monique Verdin (Herself) is a native daughter of southeast Louisiana.
Her intimate documentation of the Mississippi River Delta’s indigenous
Houma Nation exposes the complex interconnectedness of environment,
economics, culture, climate and change. Monique is the subject/co-writer/
co-producer of the documentary film My Louisiana Love (2012).
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Special Thanks
To everyone who helped make it possible for us to work in this beautiful
part of St. Bernard Parish: Sal and Mabel Mangano; Bill Hyland, Lloyd
“Wimpy” Serigne, Dot Benge and the Los Isleños Society Board of
Directors; Ryan Fink, Melissa May Karter and St. Bernard Parish President
David Peralta; Nick Cali, Melissa Bailey, Pete Bauer and Charlie Canzoneri
at the Lake Borgne Basin Levee District; the Louisiana Departments of
Natural Resources and Transportation and Development; and the Coastal
Protection and Restoration Authority of Louisiana.
To Ron Chapman, Mark Davis, Bob Marshall, Michael Massimi, Susan NorrisDavis, Blaise Pezold, Dr. Michael and Brenda Dardar Robichaux, Dana
Solet, Michel Varisco, Armantine “Matine” Verdin, and Art Waterman, who
gave graciously of their time and knowledge to teach us some hard facts
about this place we live in. And to Clarice and Danny Friloux, Mavis Fruge,
Stephanie McKee, Joel Profit, Ms. Celie Robin, Zack Smith, T-Black, and
Rita Zeringue, whose stories give substance to our Cry You One website.
To Jeremy Brady, who donated countless hours and mad skills to design
the public face of Cry You One, and to Fox Pro Media and The Canary
Collective, who helped make it manifest.

University of Arizona’s Bureau of Applied Research in Anthropology for
helping to fund them. And to all of our funders and their staffs, especially
Ruby Lerner, Sean Elwood, Daniel Alexander Jones, Shawn Sides, David Sheingold, Carlton Turner, Ashley Walden Davis, Mark Valdez, and John Taylor.
To everyone who helped us think about, talk about, and publicize Cry You
One, including: Kerry St. Pé and the Barataria Terrebone National Estuary
Program; Rachel Leon and the Environmental Grantmakers Association;
John Calhoun and The Goodnight Show; Junebug Productions; Rachel
Lee and Antigravity; Katie Wallenter and The New Orleans Advocate; Will
Coviello, Clancy Dubos and everyone at Gambit Weekly; Rebecca Chapman
at Times-Picayune; Francesca McKenzie and ArtsFwd; Diane Mack and
WWNO; David Kunian, George Ingmire and WWOZ; Kat Stromquist and
NewOrleans.me; Ada McMahon and Bridge the Gulf; Doug MacCash and
NOLA.com; and Radio NOLA Alliance Française.
For their artistic insights and input: Jessica Henricksen, Conner Marx, Mitch
Barrett, mapmakers Anthony Fontenot and Jakob Rosenzweig, and the
Rebeccas Snedeker and Solnit. And for their generous support of all kinds:
Robert Martin, Carrie Brunk, Robert Rohr, Moose Morgan and everyone in
the Clear Creek community; Andy Vaught; Philip Yiannopoulos; Joan Murray
and Gift of Earth and Sea; Dan Favre; Blake Haney; Sarah Hitchcock-Langley;
John Reed and Jon Kemp; and to Kehinde Ishangi and Lisa Guido, who took
good care of our spider’s leg.

To Massey’s Professional Outfitters, Pegasus Carriage Rides, St Bernard
Urban Rapid Transit, Music of the Spheres Windchimes, and TimeWillTell
Watches, who donated or discounted their services to the project.
To Lisa, Todd, Chris, Gene & Tay D’Amour (da more da merrier!), who among
so many other things let Zelda practice her inflatable water ball in their
swimming pool. To Kevin McCaffrey and Kevin Eyer, for helping us stay afloat.
And big gratitude to our chainsaw artists: Swamp Deville, Moose and Bobby B.
To Jamie Merwin, Aaron Richmond-Havel, Svetlana Volic; our costume
team, including Renee Anderson, Sarah Ball, Maggie Calmes, Liffey Clements, Leah Farrelly, Chen Gu, Kristin Swanson, and Phoebe Vlassis, and
especially Marcus Brown, who welded the dress; to our medics Johanna
Iraheta, Janick Lewis, and Kezia Wineberg; and to all of our volunteers,
who donated hours and hours of labor.
To David Greely, Zachary Richard, and Louis Michot, whose recordings and
generous spirits encouraged our musical journey. And to Phil Cramer, who
contributed the “all just middle tide right now” phrase at an early point in
the process (and built the sandwich boards, and helped with the masks).
For our Sunday dinners, chefs D. Foster, Gary Granata at Slow Food NOLA,
Mama Joan Murray, Ryan Pitre and Ausettua AmorAmenkum; and to the
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Cry You One is a project of Creative Capital and is made possible by the generous support of
our local partners, stakeholders and donors, and by the New England Foundation for the Arts’
National Theater Project, with lead funding from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation; by a grant
from the Network of Ensemble Theater’s Touring & Exchange Network (NET/TEN), supported by
lead funding from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation;
by the Alternate ROOTS Community/Artist Partnership Program (CAPP), with funding provided
by the Nathan Cummings Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Kresge Foundation, the Surdna
Foundation, the Joan Mitchell Foundation and the generous support of ROOTS members and
friends; and by a grant from the Louisiana Division of the Arts, Office of Cultural Development,
Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism, in cooperation with the Louisiana State Arts
Council, as administered through the Arts Council of New Orleans. Mondo Bizarro receives
additional operating support from the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation’s SEED grant program.
ArtSpot Productions receives additional operating support from the Surdna Foundation, the
Kalliopeia Foundation, the Wisner Foundation, and the City of New Orleans.
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